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Abstrract: Nowadayys, the developm
ment of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is a huge fieldd of research annd researchers want to explore the
appliication. There are
a a huge num
mber of projectss and research topics emergin
ng in this field.. Research has shown that qu
uadcopter is thee most
accom
mplished and easy to construcct UAV. Here, we
w present a coomparative stud
dy on object traccking algorithm
ms to decide wh
hich algorithm would
w
be most
m suitable for integrating in an
a autonomous quadcopter.
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I.

INTR
RODUCTION
N

Withh recent addvancements in roboticcs and artifficial
intelligence, many inexpensive robots, succh as AR. Drrone,
havee surfaced, with
w
various sensors and actuators. Tasks
T
perfoormed by thhese robots include objeect tracking and
folloowing. In a video
v
sequencce, an objectt is said to be
b in
motiion if it is changing its location wiith respect too its
backkground. Motiion tracking iss actually the process
p
of keeeping
trackk of that mooving object in the videoo sequence, i.e.
i
posittion of a movving object at a certain tim
me [6]. The iddea is
that in a snapshott taken by thee drone’s fronnt camera, the user
o interest annd then the drone
d
markks an area ass an object of
autonnomously folllows this seleccted object ass the object mooves.
Moreeover, the sofftware is suppposed to conttrol the dronee in a
dynaamic environm
ment with possible external forces, e.g., small
s
turbuulences etc.
d
are beccoming populaar by
Objeect tracking annd following drones
the day.
d Drones suuch as 3DR SOLO,
S
EHangg Ghost Dronee 2.0,
DJI Phantom 4, Monoprice
M
Huubsan 501S ettc. are some of
o the
d
that arre readily avaiilable
mostt popular objeect following drones
in thhe market todday[5]. Thesee drones use various diffferent
technniques and algorithms
a
foor tracking annd following any
objecct.
Objeect tracking has many uses
u
apart from
fr
simple user
folloowing. Thesee include appplications in cinematograaphy,
visuaal surveillancee, traffic inforrmation, and mobile
m
robots.. The
probblems that hinnder the smoooth tracking include tempporal
variaation, dynam
mic environmeent, abrupt object
o
or camera
motiion, multi-cam
mera, multi-oobject, computational exppense
and limited memoory etc. Various techniquess exist for traccking
an object
o
such ass template maatching, color detection, feature
detecction and maatching, motiion estimationn, Kanade-LuucasTom
masi(KLT),
IR-LOCK
and
Traccking
Learrning
Deteection(TLD).
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We reviewed annd compared some of thee existing traccking
meth
hods and we propose to usse the object tracking technnique
calleed Tracking-L
Learning Dettection (TLD) for trackingg the
objeect on the video
v
stream
m [1]. This method com
mbines
advaantages of obbject tracking and detection
n which is crritical
becaause the objeect of interestt can easily disappear
d
from
m the
dron
ne’s view (hence we neeed object dettection) whilee the
track
king method can
c capture ddifferent viewss of the objecct that
can be used to teaach the detecttor. The outpu
ut of TLD, toggether
with
h its distancee is then fedd to a classsical proportiionalinteg
gral-derivativve (PID) contrroller that tellls the drone where
w
to fly
f [1]. PID, generally uused in indu
ustrial autom
mation
systems, is a clossed loop feeddback control system. The main
he motors reqquired
job of the PID is to calculate tthe speed of th
k
the dronee stable or moove in the dessired directionn with
to keep
the desired
d
speed..
The
T
motivatiion for this review is to compare and
sum
mmarize the exxisting techniqques to be ablee to develop better,
b
morre efficient methods
m
for prrogress and development
d
i the
in
said
d field.
II.

REL
LATED WORK
K

Dron
nes currently have huge nuumber of featu
ures. Some off them
bein
ng returning too launch posittion, stabilizin
ng itself in caase of
wind
d (Gyro-Staabilization), Onscreen Real-Time
R
F
Flight
Paraameters, GPS path set and flying on thaat path, FPV (First
Persson View) Drone
D
Technnology[2]. There
T
are seeveral
diffeerent drones thhat are alreaddy present in th
his field whicch use
seveeral different methods. Onee of the main
n feature of cuurrent
dron
ne is object traacking [4].som
me of the metthods to impleement
them
m are:
A) Infraredd Lock
IRLock
I
is a method
m
not an algorithm thaat is used to trrack a
particular light obbject. Here, w
we use an IR-L
LED. The cusstom284
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manufactured IR-LOCK filter enables simple and accurate
target tracking for Drones [3]. Positions of objects are
accurately reported with the help of IR-LED that has a
detection range of about 50 ft. The IR-LOCK firmware scans
the location of all IR targets, or tracks the largest IR target.
The key benefit of using IR LEDs as targets is that the light of
IR-LED is visible only on camera so the performance is not
dependent on ambient lighting conditions (e.g., shade, dim
lighting, bright sunlight, etc.) [3]. This is also the greatest
disadvantage as in good lighting condition, even in 0
brightness of the software, there might be some light source
detected to which the drones can change direction. This type
of light source can be the sun, high powered lights or other
sources of Infrared emission that may momentarily collide
with the one which is being tracked.
B) Kanade–Lucas–Tomasi (KLT)
The Kanade–Lucas–Tomasi (KLT) feature tracker is an
algorithm for feature extraction. It is proposed mainly to deal
with the expensive costing of traditional image registration
techniques [1]. KLT uses the spatial intensity information to
direct the search for the position that yields the best match. It
is faster than traditional techniques as it examines extremely
less number of matches between the images. It basically tries
to find the shift in an interest point that might have been
chosen. The framework is based on a squared distance
criterion over a local region that is optimized with respect to
the transformation parameters, e.g. displacement in x and y
axis [4]. In order to solve this problem, approximation of the
feature displacement with a linear term using Taylor series is
done. This algorithm is expected to work well for corner-like
features that do not suffer from any aperture problem.
C) CamShift & Mean-Shift:
CamShift is a tracking algorithm, which is derived from
Mean-Shift algorithm, where it applies Mean-Shift in every
single frame of a video, and records the results.
CamShift algorithm includes these three parts:
1.

Back Projection

It is a method that uses the histogram of an image to show up
the probabilities of colors that may appear in each pixel[7].
2.

Mean-Shift

Mean-Shift is an algorithm which finds modes in a set of data
samples representing an underlying probability density
function (PDF) in R^N. It is a nonparametric clustering
technique which does not require prior knowledge of the
number of clusters, and does not constrain the shape of the
clusters [7].
3.

Track

Mean-Shift algorithm is used on every single frame and can be
tracked by following the initial frame that is just the output
window of the previous frame. This can be applied on a video
obtained or frames obtained from a web camera[7].
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A. Inference
In above related work, we discussed about the different
methods that have to be implemented for object tracking. All
these have several limitations. But still are widely used
methods for object tracking.
III.

PROPOSED WORK

The purpose of the work is to make a quadcopter able to
maneuver automatically and follow an object without having
to control it manually. The quadcopter movement and control
will be carried out by the Arduino. The command signal will
be transmitted wirelessly from the trans-receiver of Android
(Bluetooth) to the trans-receiver of the quadcopter side and the
quadcopter will move accordingly. The quadcopter will also
include features like height variation, camera (Photography
and Videography), navigation, follow me technology. All
these features will also be controlled by the Arduino board.
We propose to use the already available object tracking
technique called Tracking-Learning Detection (TLD) for
tracking the object on the video stream [1]. TLD is an
algorithm for tracking of unknown objects in unconstrained
video streams. The object of interest is defined by a bounding
box in a single frame. TLD simultaneously tracks the object,
learns its appearance and detects it whenever it appears in the
video. openTLD is a software available publicly by a
repository on Github that will help us achieve it.
The output of TLD, together with its distance will be fed to
a classical proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller
that tells the drone where to fly. By using a PID controller, it
should be feasible for our quadcopter to calculate the Roll,
Pitch, and Yaw and vary each motor speed to balance the
quadcopter. Using PID is favorable as it promises smoothness,
performance and accuracy.
IV. CONCLUSION
The main purpose of our project is to build a complete
working model of Quadcopter with improvement in its flight
duration and modes of video capturing[2]. Our main goal is to
build a Quadcopter that can be used for several applications
like photography enthusiasts as well as adventurers who like to
explore new places [8]. With the help of the reviewed research
papers, we now have the knowledge to successfully build this
project. We chose a quadcopter for our project because of its
accomplishments and high research opportunities. This project
can go further in a variety of research work to integrate
various technologies with quadcopters to get various useful
outputs [8]. For this purpose, we have chosen to use Tracking
Learning Detection (TLD) [1].
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